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I've become aware of the similarity of the current Cherokee County, NC Crypto Mining case.

I recently wrote an opinion letter to The Union (which has not been printed yet), asking the question, do we really
need the income from a gold mine to support growth in the county?  In fact, since I’ve worked in the high tech
industry since my arrival in ’69, I have seen literally hundreds of businesses move to or take root in our county,
generating hundreds of jobs and revenues for the county.  Can Rise Gold equal that financial benefit?  My opinion,
no.

There is more to this story beyond the reports to the county supervisors, the EIR, the Economic Impact Report and
other comments from the public.

1. Do the Supervisors recognize the good financial health of the county, with our profitable high tech
businesses, and attractive tourism destination?  Why on earth would they entertain the thought of pushing the county
and the inhabitants back 100 years into a gold mining past?

2. Could there possibly be a driving force pushing the need for the Supervisors toward accepting the Rise Gold
proposal?  Why isn’t the decision a simple slam dunk answer, “No, we don’t want the Gold Mine”.

3. One needs to look deeper, follow the money, to answer that.  The speculation on my part comes from
articles over the past year that suggest that strong money interests in the success of Rise Gold are intertwined with
legal interests that suggest that the small County of Nevada can be toppled into the hands of Rise Gold by legal
manuevering to find the County as a whole must accept the Rise Gold offer.  This constitutes a forceful takeover of
the county.  I’m sure our Supervisors have been advised by legal counsel of that risk.

Thus, this is not a simple fight of people with signs on street corners trying to educate the public or through articles
in our newspaper.  It is a political battle that must be won with a concerted legal front.

Is there precedence for what could happen here?  Yes. Search what is happening with crypto mining cherokee
county, North Carolina.

1. Question:  Do any of the Supervisors know what crypto mining, or cryptocurrency mining is?  What are
they mining?  Is it gold, minerals?  No, it’s a new way to create money!  Sound impossible?  It is the newest high
tech approach to create a business by “mining” bitcoin for a profit.

The problem is that it is not a “clean” business at all, it tears apart the community, creates noise, ruins people’s lives
and there is no zoning to prevent the destruction.

What is my source?  Other than Google and a good story in the Jan-Feb ’23 issue of Popular Mechanics,  you won’t
need more to make the connection to see how big business can destroy life in a quiet community, much like Nevada
County.   Read the article.  Do some research.  This is high tech run amuck.  Going up against the likes of Rise Gold
will pit Nevada County's independence against the legal forces of big business.

Bottom line, the “Mine” you are considering is a legal battle.  Do we have the zoning to lock them out?  Does that
zoning protect or prevent excess noise, trucks, underground blasting, damage to wildlife, medial damage to
residents?   No, you can’t mitigate against this stuff, you can only prevent it before it happens.
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The Supervisors need to look deeper to the legality of injuries that will be caused to our people, animals and
community.   I found it interesting that the concept of Crypto Mining in Cherokee County, NC has such an obvious
parallel to what we are looking at in Nevada County.

Sincerely,

Bruce Rayner
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I am a lawyer, local real estate broker, and reside in 

The "Independent" economic report on this project brings out a few points that should be
considered when deciding whether or not to issue a permit for this Applicant.

1. The fact that there is no other mine in this State and apparently in the Country which
permits the mining of gold at 500 feet and below immediately beneath developed
neighborhoods, commercial properties, airports and medical facilities.

2. The fact that the report does not complete an analysis of real estate revenue loss that it
assumes will exist within 1-5 miles of the mine site.

3. The fact that the report relies solely on the facts as presented by the Applicant. See for
your reference and 'please watch a panel of local expert citizens who volunteered in their
review of this report at: https://youtu.be/dIoojmt4M ).

The application must be reviewed under the existing general plan for the County as well as
State policy and regulations. The County plan includes "limited exploration" on "compatible"
land. in fact, the County encourages mining in compatible areas before encroachment of
conflicting uses. ( Chapter 17 of the County General Plan). In addition, as the Board is aware,
the State authors general guidelines for plans which includes State policy.

I submit to you, that to authorize a permit to dig for gold that encompasses the development of
underground mineral rights for 80 years is not a limited exploration in a compatible area. The
conflicts of uses are entrenched in densely populated areas of homes, businesses, and
commercial enterprises that is the result of 70 years of planning under the County's general
plan. Further, the application is a bid to take over the Brunswick basin for the the sole purpose
of gold mining the Motherlode which is not the lands highest and best uses in light of these
areas.

The revenue that can be generated from this Plan if successful is already being generated in
real estate revenue. Revenue which is certain and one can count on and is growing. This is
unlike the revenue asserted by the Applicant to be generated which is uncertain and
dependent on variables that may not even take place. It is also wrong to assume that mining
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